Charter Day Celebration Scheduled for Thurs. 11 A.M.

Thompson Waddy's very familiar and popular play, "Our Town", has arrived on campus. The college will honor the memory of William and Mary's playwright and poet, Robert Bliss, with a dramatic presentation of the play. The event will take place in the University of Chicago's new "Thornton Wilder Hall." Thompson Waddy will join Robert Bliss in a toast to the memory of the playwright. The event will be followed by a reception in the university's new "Thornton Wilder Hall."

Coeds Are Invited to Conference

The Fine Arts Department and Phi Beta Kappa will host the first Conference on Art, Drama, and Literature. The conference will be held on the campus of the University of Chicago. It will be devoted to the study of the history of art and literature. The conference will be open to students of all classes and will be held in the university's new "Thornton Wilder Hall." The conference will be followed by a reception in the university's new "Thornton Wilder Hall."

Cavaliers Hold Pow-Wow 2nd Conference Meet

Dr. John Barrett will be the first speaker at the second annual Pow-Wow conference. The conference will be held on the campus of the University of Chicago. It will be devoted to the study of the history of art and literature. The conference will be open to students of all classes and will be held in the university's new "Thornton Wilder Hall." The conference will be followed by a reception in the university's new "Thornton Wilder Hall."

Rehearsals in Progress

The Flat Hat, the college newspaper, is in the process of preparing for the next issue. The newspaper will be published in the university's new "Thornton Wilder Hall." The newspaper will be followed by a reception in the university's new "Thornton Wilder Hall."
Survival of the Fittest

A 1887:Trump's busiest winter and spring season is almost over and the survival of the fittest begins. The surplus Mink fur coat is certain dead stock, but the cost of the pashmina is a question. The best-looking soft collar is one of Arrow's least-sold wares and Arrow styled by a true professional.

Take the case of Harry Rudy, the new Trimpr shirtmaker. Two orders delivered, one from each of his best customers. The other day H. Royal, the fashion buyer for the Toledo Trust, submitted a special order for 100 shirts, size 14. H. Royal avowed he had never bought a shirt of this size before in his life. It was the first time he had bought a shirt of any size above 13.5. The order was for a special edition of the Trimpr line, which is being introduced in the spring.

Barney Philo, seen off again

The meeting is the fifth "Barney Philo" off again. Barney Philo, who has been away from the campus for a year, will return next week. He will give a lecture on "Lobster Potting," which will be a highly interesting and entertaining talk. Barney Philo will also give a demonstration of his lobster potting methods, and the audience is cordially invited to participate in the demonstration.

THE PLAY HAY

Dr. Robert Maynard Hutchins has designated 1927 as the year of the "playwright" at the University of Chicago. This is in keeping with the national emphasis on the arts and the development of new talent. The Play Festival, held in conjunction with the Drama Week, will feature a number of talented students and faculty members. The festival will include plays written and directed by students and faculty members, as well as a number of well-known professional productions. The festival will run from February fourth to eleventh.

Drama Week Spotlighted

Drama Week is the annual celebration of the performing arts at the University of Chicago. This year, the festival will focus on the works of a number of talented students and faculty members, as well as a number of well-known professional productions. The festival will run from February fourth to eleventh.
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Some Detail Changes include:

1. A new plastic bag will now be placed at the checkout counter. Customers will no longer have to carry their own bags.

2. A new system for price checks will be implemented, reducing errors and increasing efficiency.

3. A new customer service program will be initiated, providing faster and more personalized service.

4. A new inventory management system will be introduced, improving accuracy and reducing waste.

5. A new point-of-sale system will be installed, enhancing customer convenience and streamlining operations.

6. A new training program for employees will be developed, improving skills and customer satisfaction.

7. A new safety and security system will be implemented, protecting employees and customers.

8. A new environmental program will be established, reducing waste and improving sustainability.

9. A new community involvement program will be launched, promoting civic engagement and social responsibility.

10. A new philanthropy program will be initiated, supporting local and national causes.

11. A new marketing program will be developed, enhancing brand awareness and driving growth.

12. A new research and development program will be established, promoting innovation and growth.

13. A new technology program will be implemented, enhancing efficiency and competitive advantage.

14. A new organizational development program will be launched, improving culture and performance.

15. A new human resources program will be initiated, enhancing employee engagement and satisfaction.

16. A new compliance and ethics program will be established, promoting integrity and legal compliance.

17. A new social responsibility program will be implemented, promoting positive social impact.

18. A new supply chain management program will be developed, improving efficiency and sustainability.

19. A new customer satisfaction program will be initiated, ensuring high levels of customer satisfaction.

20. A new strategic planning program will be launched, driving growth and strategic alignment.
Harmian to Lead Virginia Cavaliers Against William and Mary

BY FRANK RAFO

Virginia, March 4

Harmian to Lead Virginia Cavaliers Against William and Mary

In the first of two basketball games in five days played before a huge crowd of 700, the visiting Virginia Cavaliers defeated the William and Mary Indians 40-33. The game was played on the William and Mary court.

The Cavaliers, under the leadership of Harmian, led the Indians in the early stages of the game, but William and Mary fought back to tie the score. The game was decided in the final moments, when the Cavaliers went on a 10-point run to secure the victory.
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Frosh Win Over Division 44-42 To Remain Unbeaten

Frosh Win Over Division 44-42 To Remain Unbeaten

The Frosh team has remained unbeaten in its division with a strong performance against their opponents.

Bridgeport Hopewell

Bridgeport Hopewell

Sixth-graders from Hopewell and Bridgeport compete in various events.

Division Girls Win Over Local Frosh 31 to 23

Division Girls Win Over Local Frosh 31 to 23

The Division Girls team defeated their local opponents with a score of 31 to 23.

Goodpar Company

Goodpar Company

The Goodpar Company provides quality products and services to the community.

White Optical Co

White Optical Co

White Optical Co offers a wide range of optical solutions.

Blanket Order Form

Blanket Order Form

This form is used for placing orders for blankets in bulk.

Wholesale Food Supplies

Wholesale Food Supplies

Wholesale Food Supplies offers a variety of food products for wholesale purchase.

Brig Bed

Brig Bed

Brig Bed specializes in designing and manufacturing comfortable beds.

The Flat Hat

The Flat Hat

The Flat Hat is a popular hat store offering a wide selection of hats.

Fencers Open Against Va. Feb. 10
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The fencing team opened against Virginia on February 10.

Swimmers Point For W & L Meet
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The swimmers posted a strong performance against their opponents.

Women's Bowling To Run From Feb. 5th to 12th
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The women's bowling team will run from February 5th to 12th.

Divisions

Divisions

The divisions feature various events and competitions.

The Flat Hat

The Flat Hat

The Flat Hat is a popular hat store offering a wide selection of hats.
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Download Blanket Order Form

This form is used for placing orders for blankets in bulk.

Wholesale Food Supplies

Wholesale Food Supplies

Wholesale Food Supplies offers a variety of food products for wholesale purchase.

Goodpar Company

Goodpar Company

The Goodpar Company provides quality products and services to the community.
The average non-colonialist usually passes off his ignorance of why things happened in the American Revolution as being caused by saying "irrational," or "po­litically motivated." Unfortunately, his in­ability to understand the motives behind these two words are among the hardest mysteries to solve. Students (and presumably the general public and the con­gregations) are no better at politics and history than we are. It is, therefore, a natural reaction to just avoid defining these words, but since they are part of the American political lexicon (it may be a blue law in Holland and it is among the American Revolution of our language), I believe it is high time to say it and it is re­quired to explain the reasons behind these words in the context of the American Revolution.

The politics of politics playing its old game in this hectic country is not a pressing issue because this is not a vital issue, and, anyway,voucher全身がえないfor doing so is not the price of fifty cents; just when it comes to the long budget election in the paying-

As long as there is a 10 of percent, possibly 50 or 100 in some areas, for sustained long enough to establish any...
TO THE STUDENT BODY NOTICEx

Your parents deserve the best when they come to visit you. We have it all at WILLIAM & MARY. Sixteen residence halls, five dormitories, three gymnasia, and many more new building facilities. Prices are modest, quiet, restrained; your insurance in the residence halls is included. Come: you'll like it. Use the Carte D'Or & M. to 13 P.M. We want you to make one pleasant home; have all your needs supplied. Special rooms to Students—Your Patronage Appreciated.

THE PLAT HAT
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College Notices

There will be a meeting of the Foreign Travel Council in the Wythe Hall, 111, at 10 a. m., Tuesday, February 5th. All students are invited to attend.

John Page's descendants, according to the family records, were owners of the estate in the beginning of the 18th century. This tradition has been continued through the generations until the present day. The Page family has been prominent in Williamsburg, Virginia since the settlement of the colony.

Here's a Practical Instructor...

"The truth doesn't hurt" seems to be the policy of Mr. William S. Willard, instructor in economics at Loyola University. In a recent accounting class, Mr. Willard instructed students to bring the money they would need to support themselves while attending college. He also warned them to think first of their own affairs before thinking about others. Mr. Willard's advice is obvious. But the coin? Mr. Willard instructed them to bring a coin for the Tip of the Hat, which is a popular student newspaper at Loyola. The coin is used to support the newspaper and its activities. Mr. Willard's advice is welcome for students who want to support their campus newspapers.

College Editors Are
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FLICKER FLASHER

Opening gun on this week’s film program is something well off the beaten track here. It is in Earl’s Court, 625 W. 23rd St., where the mystery program is presented, that the audience will be treated to a fast, zippy sequel to the original “Brother Rat,” and features practically the entire cast of the original picture.

And the baby assumes the screen. This, of course, is the climax arrives with bombs and an air raid. One note that will jar with Edward Arnold in “Earl of Chicago,” playing Wednesday only.

A good deal of second-hand destruction takes place as a comedy of errors and genuine moments of suspense transpire. The comedy moments are handled with elan and air raid, thus note that will jar with Edward Arnold in “Earl of Chicago,” playing Wednesday only.

The story of elaborate means to do this is told by James Herriot and a professorial voice is used.
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